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Report to: Licensing and Environmental Health Committee, 14th June 2021 
 

Report of: Corporate Director (Homes & Communities) 
 

 
Subject:  Taxi Strategy Task & Finish Group - Progress Report 

 
1. Recommendation 
 

That this Committee –  
 

1.1 Notes the contents of this report. 
 

2. Background 
 
2.1 Over Summer 2019 a Taxi Task and Finish Group (‘T&F Group’) was established, 

being endorsed by both the Licensing and Environmental Health Committee and 
Environment Committee.  

2.2 The purpose of the group was to consider the opportunities and challenges that the 
taxi trade will face over the next several years and how together with the trade 
these challenges can be navigated through developing a Worcester City Council Taxi 

Strategy. 

2.3 The T&F Group was made up of cross party elected members, and supported at 

officer level by the Corporate Director (Homes & Communities) and both the 
Licensing and Business Support Manager and the Senior Licensing Practitioner from 
Worcestershire Regulatory Services. 

2.4 The T&F Group has met on several occasions since October 2019 and following an 
initial session that provided an overview of the council’s Hackney Carriage and 

Private Hire Vehicle and Driver policies has covered a range of topics including 
environmental performance of fleet, vehicle branding and livery, and driver and 
vehicle standards. 

2.5 Inevitably the COVID-19 Pandemic has had an impact on the frequency of meetings 
with officer resource at times having to be prioritised towards COVID-19 response 

and recovery work. 

3. Information  
 

Environmental Performance of Fleet 
 

3.1 The T&F Group have analysed the make-up of the Council’s current hackney carriage 
 and private hire vehicle fleet, reviewed the various different types of vehicles 
 currently licensed, the age of the vehicle fleet and current vehicle emissions types 

 and standards.  
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3.2 The T&F Group have also explored the challenges and feasibility of hybrid and 
 electric vehicles, including various vehicle types, availability/supply of electric 

 vehicles, purchasing and running costs and charging infrastructure requirements.  
 
3.3 During November 2020 conversations commenced with taxi trade

 representatives (via the Worcester City Taxi Forum) to gauge what they identified as 
 the challenges and opportunities associated with transitioning to hybrid or electric 

 vehicles. It was clear that many real challenges exist not least the current cost of 
 electric taxis and the lack of domestic and public charging infrastructure.  
 

3.4 Another valid point raised was the likely development of electric vehicles over the 
 next several years and the importance of minimising the number of times a vehicle 

 is changed to reduce exhaustive or unnecessary expenditure. 
 

3.5 At this point it is clear that much further consideration needs to be given to how we 
 and other key agencies such as Worcestershire County Council can support our taxi 
 drivers and operators to transition to electric vehicles.  

 
3.6 There is much further work that is required and understanding to be gained for the 

 Council to set out its strategic ambition for supporting the taxi trade in respect of 
 hybrid and electric vehicles and it is intended that this work is mainstreamed into 
 Worcestershire Regulatory Services work programme in conjunction with City Council 

 officers. 
 

Vehicle Branding & Livery 
 

3.7 The T&F Group have considered the appearance of the Council’s licensed hackney 

 carriage and private hire vehicle fleet and the ambition to support our local drivers 
 and operators through clearly being branded as a ‘Worcester Cab’ visible to our 

 residents and visitors to the City.  
  
3.8 The associated costs of designing and implementing livery by way of a door decal 

has been explored and the T&F Group are keen for us to have a conversation with 
the trade around the practicalities of making this happen. The T&F Group also agree 

that there are shared benefits to introducing this and would therefore support the 
Council covering the full cost of livery to those vehicles it would apply to, likely to in 
the region of £9000.  

 
3.9 With the impact the Pandemic has had on the taxi trade it is felt that introducing 

such a scheme at the current time would not be helpful to drivers and possibly 
perceived as an additional burden, and it is therefore intended to revisit this scheme 
when levels of demand return to normal and livery would have maximum impact. 

 
 

Vehicle and Driver Standards 
 

3.10 The T&F Group have discussed the merits of reviewing and updating the Council’s 

 policies and procedures in relation to driver and vehicle licensing where it is both 
 evidenced based and practical to do so but also where statutory guidance has 

 changed.  The groups discussions have centred around driver applicant’s eligibility, 
 suitability and the need for improved or enhanced training. This training will include 

 safeguarding, customer care and disability awareness. 
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3.11 However, the publication of the Department of Transports ‘Statutory Taxi and Private 
 Hire Standards’ has now provided an opportunity for the council to review its existing 

 policies and a report on this subject to Licensing & Environmental Health Committee 
 on 14th June 2021 will make Members aware of any amendments to policy required 
 with a view to consulting on proposed changes. 

 
3.12 It is clear therefore that this third topic area can be dealt with, without the need for 

inclusion within the confines of a Taxi Strategy, particularly with the time imperative 
to review the relevant policies. 
 

3.13 The three areas of focus of which the headlines have been presented in section 3 of 
this report, will require further discussion and consultation with the taxi forum and 

those they represent so that as many voices can be heard as possible. Furthermore, 
as mentioned previously the council will also want to consult key partner agencies 

such as Worcestershire County Council and the Police and also a range of other 
interested parties particularly those who have a stake in this area. 
 

3.14 Since the group was established, the main unforeseen challenge has been the global 
COVID-19 pandemic.  From March 2020 onwards, the pandemic has had a 

devastating economic and financial impact on the Council’s licensed hackney carriage 
and private hire drivers and operators. This impact needs to be given serious 
consideration in respect of any policy changes the council wishes to consult on and it 

would not seem appropriate to introduce policy changes in the near future that result 
in exhaustive costs for drivers and operators. 

 
3.15 Moving forward therefore it is intended to pursue those pieces of work outlined in 

this report through a series of policy changes where appropriate rather than through 

the development of a single Taxi Strategy, proposals for which would be 
subsequently reported to Members of this Committee for their decision. 

 
 

Ward(s):   All 

Contact Officer: Lloyd Griffiths (Corporate Director – Homes & 
Communities) 

 lloyd.griffiths@worcester.gov.uk 
 01905 722233 
 

Background Papers: None  
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